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60G radar finished product test tutorial 

1. Long press the button for more than 10 seconds after getting the product, and a hot spot will appear on the mobile phone wifi: 

RadarConfig-xxxxxxxxxxxx,  click the connection hotspot,  the browser jumps to 192. 168. 0. 1,  the mobile phone connection 

hotspot enter the configuration interface as follows, the interface only has the device ID information, other information needs to 

be configured according to the mqtt server.

First of all, the device ID on the top is different and the ID of each product is unique. The user name and password server 

clientid clientid is filled in. Click Set to complete and exit.
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2. Long press the button for about 5 seconds and let the led light go off. At this time, the Led light flashes and the wifi module will start up 

"Radar_BLE" Bluetooth, mobile phone Bluetooth open, use the wechat applet "sign telemetry" for network distribution (currently only supports Android mobile 

phone network distribution), the longest time for network distribution is 90s, wifi module entered the network state, there is no network distribution within 90s or 

the network distribution is not successful, you need to press the button again

1) Open the distribution network applet "Sign Telemetry" (at this time, the indicator light should be in the flashing state), select the name of Bluetooth and WiFi, 

and fill in the wifi password. Note: When the number of Bluetooth appears is 0, wait ten seconds to search the Bluetooth with "Radar_BLE" 

2) Click on distribution network. 
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行下载3, then open the MQTT.FX-1.7.1 software

Link:

https://pan.baidu.com/s/1ogyxdkl941yKL6RMKM1RwQ?pwd=8 1r8

Extract code: 81r8 

1) First open the software MQTT.FX, open the interface as follows: 
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2) Click on the pinion for server configuration 
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3) Go back to the interface when opening the software and click Connect to find that the light on the right turns green, Click subscribe and type /

Radar60SP/ device ID/sys/property/post in the input field (Note: the Id of each device is different).  Click subscribe and you will receive the 

information reported by the finished radar. See the bottom right corner

4) Publish the information (refer to the radar docking document for details) 
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